The Delos Fuzzy Log Project (part 1)

ABSTRACT

This report introduces the Delos Fuzzy Shared Log abstraction and its implementation. The Delos project is aimed at building a distributed datastore for control plane applications such as coordination services, SDN controllers, filesystem namespaces, and big data schedulers which have strong requirements for consistency as well as performance. The Fuzzy Log provides the abstraction of a Directed Acyclic Graph of mutations with dependencies on previous mutations by way of directed edges, allowing applications to construct and access a durable, iterable partial order of updates in the system.

In particular, the report details the contributions of the author to the project, specifically the design and implementation of the colour-enhanced directed acyclic graph API, the creation of a distributed multiput protocol and the conception of an end-to-end use case for mixed consistency guarantees.
INTRODUCTION

The fuzzy log project is an attempt to create a better abstraction for distributed metadata storage, in particular for use by control plane services, including but not limited to SDN controllers (ONOS, NSX), filesystem namespaces (HDFS namenode), big data runtime schedulers (Google Omega), and general-purpose coordination services (e.g. ZooKeeper, Chubby). All of these services need to ensure that state is managed with strong consistency, concurrency control, fault-tolerance and performance.

Currently, your typical service of this nature might use ARIES for failure atomicity and durability with regard to reboots, some version of MultiPaxos for availability and durability despite machine crashes and some form of two-phase commit protocol for transactional isolation and failure atomicity across partitioned data, requiring the services of a number of competent distributed systems engineers to comprehend, implement and manage. The ultimate aim of the project is to abstract away the snarl of complex protocols, each providing, for the most part, a small subset of these properties separately, that are currently utilized by such services, allowing the application developer to concentrate on the application and leave the distributed systems stuff completely to the experts.

A relatively recent development in this field is the use of the shared log abstraction to simplify the creation and maintenance of control plane services. Projects such as Professor Balakrishnan’s own CorfuDB [corfudb] and Tango [tango2013] and others such as Hyder[hyder2011], Calvin[calvin2012], and Confluent [confluent] have leveraged a
single, globally shared log to derive properties such as consistency, durability, failure atomicity and transactional isolation via simple append/read operations. This is considerably more simple, from the view of the application developer, than mucking about with the distributed protocols mentioned above - it is possible to build a shared log version of ZooKeeper in only a few thousand lines of code, and order of magnitude less than the Paxos-based version.

Enter the fuzzy shared log: a new abstraction allowing for applications to define arbitrary partial orders on updates, allowing it to, in principle, pick exactly the level of consistency it needs in every case.

The weaker consistency guarantee we’re interested in is causal consistency, similar to the definition in the COPS [cops2011] and Eiger [eiger2013] papers. In our version, we will allow client apps to specifically define the causal dependencies of each mutation by way of edges on the DAG.

THE FUZZY LOG ABSTRACTION

A fuzzy log is a type of directed acyclic graph (DAG) that can be constructed and traversed concurrently by multiple clients. Each node in the DAG is tagged with a colour attribute; multiple nodes can have the same color, and a single node can be tagged with more than one color.
In its simplest form, the abstraction allows clients to add a new node with the property that it is tagged with some set of colours which depends on previous nodes of other colours.

These colours can be mapped to a number of things depending on the requirements of the data structure implemented on top of this abstraction. The three most obvious mapping are as follows: a single colour could be mapped to a single writer, to a single type of operation (add = red, subtract = blue, etc.), or to a specific instance of a data structure (each map gets its own colour, for example).

These dependencies can either be stale dependencies representing things this client has seen, to provide merely causal consistency, or all previous updates up till that point on the colours chosen, providing linearizability with respected to those colours.

**SPECIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PROJECT**

1. DAG API Design
2. Mapping colours to chains on the multi-chain log
3. Mixed consistency use case
4. Distributed multiput protocol
DAG API Design

I designed the api which is exposed to client applications of the DAG so as to most simply allow the application to express its partial orders, and to specify its consistency requirements for both readers and writers.

newdag(colours) // return dag instance pointer based on colours of interest

readnext(dag, snapshot/null) // read from a dag instance

writenode(dag, colours, seen_colours, succeed_colours, payload)

snapshot(dag)

The 'seen_colours' field essentially exposes a causal guarantee to the application: the node will have happens after edges from the last nodes of a colour that the app has seen (which the colour layer knows about - it has seen all of the apps reads).

The 'succeed_colours' field exposes a sequential ordering guarantee: the new node will be ordered immediately after the latest node of the succeed_colours.

readnext can either operate over a snapshot (in which case it operates over a linearizable view of the DAG instance wrt the snapshot) or not, in which case it operates over a causally consistent view of the bundle. It returns the next node you need to read, in DAG order, based on all dependencies you need to see. There is an implicit fairness guarantee here - you are guaranteed to make progress one colour of interest in an instance approximately as often as you are each other colour modulo dependencies.
Causal consistency use case

As part of building the ability to request weaker consistency into the system, I was tasked with finding end-to-end application use cases which need both strong and weak consistency for separate kinds of operations but can still make progress safely during a network partition.

The example I came up with was that of changing album permissions on a Social Network.

Story:

India, China and the US are friends on Fuzzybook. They each access Fuzzybook through different datacenters. India creates an album which initially has global permissions. As creator of the album, only India can change permissions, but anyone with access can see and upload pictures. The US and China both see this empty, globally accessible gallery. At some future point, he changes the permissions to only include himself and China. China sees this, but the lazy US is currently idle so doesn't yet know. Suddenly, there is a network partition and India is cut off from the world. China, relying on the changed permission, uploads military secrets to the album. China wants to keep making progress, but also wants to make sure that the US can't see the pictures which are being uploaded. This requires that the underlying datastore be causally consistent - the new picture upload needs to have the permission change as a dependency.
Implementation:

We define a permission-map as follows:

ops:

create() //returns map id

put(map, picture) //returns key

get(map, key) //returns picture

change_permissions(map, client_ids/null) //null is global permission

Only the creator client can change permissions.

In the colour api, with one writer per colour, this maps to the following:

create-> singleton append

put-> singleton put with seen_colours = creator colour

get-> causal read (readnext(null))

change_permission-> make it more privates, singleton, make it more public, multiput (could both be multiput, but strictly worse performance)
Mapping Colours to Chains

The Delos project’s implementation of the fuzzy log abstraction is built on top of a multi-chain log, similar to multiple parallel instances of a Corfu log. In order to implement the colour layer, I had to develop a mapping from colours to these chains.

The trivial implementation involves mapping each colour to a chain. This means that there is no parallelism on writes to a single colour. To mitigate this, I’m developing a mapping from a colour to a tunable number of chains, allowing for app-specific parallelism guarantees. An alternate mapping also being developed is mapping each colour to a dynamic number of chains, with frequent checkpointing to garbage collect whole chains. A third mapping being considered is the mapping of one colour to a number of chains which are distributed across datacenters for greater locality.

The performance of these mappings is currently being considered from a theoretical perspective, and will be tested more practically in the coming months.

Distributed Multiput Protocol

In order to implement the strong consistency guarantees offered by the sequential ordering part of the colour API, we needed a distributed multi-put protocol to atomically place a node (or multiple nodes logically equivalent to one node) across multiple chains. I
developed a chain-based scale-out transaction scheme for this purpose. It is detailed below.

**Pyramid Scheme**

This transaction scheme is based on a k-level hierarchy (in the form of a tree) of which the lowest level will consist of chain servers (data servers) and the k-1 higher levels will consist of lock servers (metadata servers) arranged in pyramidal fashion up to the root.

We will first consider the 2-level case, then generalize to the k-level case.

**2-level case:**

Each lock server has one counter per node it serves (this can be modified to one counter per chain, but that would introduce complications when scaling up layers). The lock-server supports multi-counter atomic increments. We intend to implement this on top of the multi-chain log abstraction so that a multi-counter increment can be represented by a multi-chain transaction. This also allows us to bind the client transaction data to the timestamp.

Each node maintains atomic lock and unlock counters (these can be implemented as a chain/separate chains as well).

When a client wants to perform a multi-node transaction it performs a multi-counter increment on the lock server across all relevant nodes, retaining a vector timestamp of the counter values for the relevant nodes immediately after said increment. The data which is to be written for the client transaction is attached to the transaction representing
the increment. At this point, any client can complete this transaction, so if the client fails
at any point, some other client can finish it off eventually.

The client then goes to each of the chain servers in parallel, attempting to increment to
counter to their timestamp.

Let the client have timestamp x. It then goes to chain server α, which has timestamp y. If if
x > y + 1, then it goes to the lock server and attempts to complete the x - y missing
transactions before re-attempting it's own transaction. If x == y + 1, it starts its transaction,
writing to node α locking it until it receives unlock y. If x <= y, then transaction has been
started (and possibly) by someone else (by pulling the data from the lock server). While a
node is locked, no writes return - all transactions and singletons queue until the unlock.
No reads beyond the transaction tied to the current unlock value return either - a reader
can attempt to complete the transactions blocking its reads if it so desires. Once the
transaction write returns on all relevant chain servers, the client sends the unlock to all of
them. If the unlock counter on any node hasn't reached the value needed, the client
tries to complete the transactions and unlock forward until the right value is reached.

Ideal Time:

1 Rtt to write to per-node logs

1 Rtt to lock

1 Rtt to unlock

-------
3 Rtts

**k-level (k>2) case**

If a lock-server gets saturated or for latency reasons you can divide its clients between two lock-servers 'regions' and add an additional lock-server to deal with cross-region transactions in the same way as above. This can, in principle, scale out infinitely, with the client acquiring timestamps from lock-servers from level 2 up to the minimal level in the hierarchy for cross-node transactions.

Ideal Time (for a write touching k levels):

1 Rtt to write to per-node logs

k-1 Rtt to lock

k-1 Rtt to unlock

--------

k+1 Rtts (we can do the unlocks in parallel)

The k-level hierarchy allows for region-specific locking, ensuring that the system as a whole doesn’t freeze up due to specific sets of nodes and greatly reducing system wide latency (in theory) as compared to a single global lock-server due the possibility of optimizing locations of specific region lock-servers. In addition, this protocol ensures that scale-out can be infinite (in theory).
This protocol is currently being implemented by Josh Lockerman for use in the Delos project.

**CURRENT PROJECT STATUS**

As of the present moment, I have written an implementation of the colour layer on top of the chain layer which maps one colour to one chain. This implementation is not currently functional and will be rewritten completely.

The current implementation of the chain layer is buggy and does not support distributed transactions. It will likely be patched up and rewritten.

We have recently acquired a number of high-performance servers to test scale-out performance with. These are being set up over the next few weeks.

The fuzzy log team was originally gearing up for a submission to OSDI ‘16, but will now likely submit to SOSP ‘17 in hopes of having an extremely strong, perhaps even award-winning paper.

**FUTURE WORK**

Over the course of next semester, I will build out a robust implementation of the colour layer of the fuzzy shared log which will be tunable parallel for commuting writes.
I will then write a number of general-use transaction-supporting data structures, including maps, counters and queues of various kinds on top of this layer.

I will then implement a number of end-to-end applications on top of the colour layer with the help of the data structures mentioned above to (1) catalog the lines of code these applications take and (2) measure performance with respect to the same or similar applications implemented on top of other distributed datastore.

These applications will likely include the causal use cases mentioned above, SDN controllers and HDFS.

The team will continue to work on fleshing out the theoretical implications of the colour-enhanced DAG abstraction.

As mentioned earlier, this all leads up to a submission to SOSP in a little under one year.
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